Healthcare

Solution Summary
OnBase Integration for Epic

Extend your Epic EMR with OnBase
Treating a patient quickly and effectively comes down to one thing – information.
Clinicians and staff need access to all their patients’ information at any time. But relying
on an electronic medical record (EMR), even one as strong as Epic, to hold all of your
organization’s information means key content could be outside your reach. Not only does
this waste physician and staff time, but takes away time spent with patients as well.

The Payoff
• Provides clinicians with a single,
complete patient record

By integrating your Epic EMR with the OnBase enterprise content management (ECM)
solution, all of a patient’s information is immediately available in the Epic environment. More
than 100 Epic customers use OnBase to securely store unstructured content – including
paper, forms, faxes, clinical images and videos – and link it directly to their EMR. That way,
clinicians and staff always know where to go for the information they need.

• Gives physicians real-time access to
patient information
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Complete the patient record
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• Connects your IT investments and
extends their value

Throughout the continuum of care, OnBase
works with your Epic system to ensure a
complete electronic record. At every phase
– from scheduling to the patient visit and
beyond – staff and clinicians have fingertip
access to the information they need to
deliver superior care and service.
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Challenges
• The EMR is missing 25 percent of
the patient record
• Disparate systems slow the flow of
information and limit productivity
• Hunting down documents limits
time spent with patients

Based on a true API approach, the OnBase Integration for Epic provides functionality
that enables seamless interaction with your EMR and clinical IT environment. Created
specifically for Epic, the solution enables you to sign-on and retrieve documents, digital
photos, EKGs and surgical videos directly from Epic, whether at the patient, order or
encounter levels. Additionally, real-time synchronization with Epic provides access to the
latest information no matter where you are in the health system.
Realize the full potential of ECM technology
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The real strength of ECM is that it goes beyond simple document scanning storage
and retrieval. OnBase lets you capture almost any form of content, from paper
documentation to faxes to EDI transactions. Management and enforcement of retention
policies becomes simple with OnBase records management functionality. You can
easily maintain regulatory compliance with secure storage and role-based access. And
best-practice implementation methodology from more than 1,400 lifetime healthcare
customers ensures an ECM solution that aligns precisely with your needs.
Additionally, OnBase provides advanced workflow for automated document routing.
Users receive notifications and access content within the Epic system. With OnBase,
physicians complete deficiencies and sign documents remotely. Nurses and unit clerks
document verbal orders and send alerts to physicians for signature. Hospital staff
acknowledges changes in organizational policy documents.
Take your solution beyond the patient record
The ability to integrate with the clinical side is great, but OnBase wouldn’t be a true
enterprise solution if it stopped there. Patient information passes through several other
departments and systems as well. For staff, constantly switching between applications
causes slowdowns in everything from billing processes to answering patient inquiries.
Fortunately, OnBase easily integrates with multiple systems in addition to Epic. This
allows you to unify every system your organization relies on, letting staff pull all necessary
information from practically any application. They no longer have to waste time switching
between systems, clinical or otherwise, for a patient’s information. From the ER to HR,
OnBase connects almost any solution and automates key processes in clinical, financial and
administrative departments.
At every phase of patient care and service, the OnBase Integration for Epic provides
clinicians and staff with fingertip access to clinical and financial content normally
outside core HIT applications. As the ECM solution with the most Epic customers and
experience, OnBase offers a proven solution that completes the patient record, eliminates
reimbursement delays and enhances business processes.
Learn more at Hyland.com/Healthcare
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